
The Idiots Abroad Go To Ukraine for Euro 2012 

 

Setting the Scene 

 

This is the write up of our trip to Ukraine involving a group of us Bournemouth fans that 

follow England away from home combining football with general foolishness. If you 

want to read about how Euro 2012 was ruined by hooliganism, racism, fans getting 

ripped off and what a terrible hostile place Ukraine is then don’t bother reading this, as 

nothing could have been further from the truth. Ukraine is a top, top country full of great 

people. 

 

Nowadays, we have a pretty well established group of us that travel to games. Over the 

years some go into international retirement (kids, mortgages, general old age) and you do 

get some new blood in that want to team up with us for some reason but we all have a 

shared vision. One day England will win something and we want to be there when we do 

it. We don’t care how long it takes because we will enjoy ourselves as much as we can 

along the way. 

 

In the main there were 10 of us in our group for this one. I don’t want to bore you with 

details about people you might not know, but like a good story I feel like I need to give 

out some brief introductions: 

 

Pawl. No idea why he bothers coming because he is Scottish. It even says Edinburgh on 

his passport. Englandfans should send him packing to the Tartan Army with a 6 pack of 

Irn Bru. 

 

Terry. Good mate of mine but known to sweat a lot. Been going together on England trips 

for over 12 years now. Looks like Gok Wan when he has his glasses on. 

 

Aidan. He is one of the new blood. Declared he was coming with us to Switzerland away 

in 2010 and that he was going to drink us all under the table because we are old and 

boring. Last seen on that trip muttering gibberish to himself, drool on chin, head in hands 

while we were out enjoying ourselves. 

 

Matt. Housemate of Aidan. Has no interest in football at all. Recently when Man City 

played Man United in a league game he asked would there be extra time if it finished a 

draw.  

 

Jason. Real name Justin but we call him Jason. A veteran now of the England away 

scene. Has been known to take the occasional nap at games. 

 

Brave Dave. Likes northern women. Always used to have about 100 tickets for every 

match in his pocket but he’s calmed down a bit now. Likes to organise things. A member 

of the Old Guard. 

 



Popey. An old head on old shoulders. Should really be in the Old Guard but known to get 

very excitable with the youngsters on England trips. Bulgaria will never forget him from 

the qualifying campaign. 

 

The Old Bailey. Been to every England game before records began. Reckons he was at an 

away game in Albania thousands of years ago and got attacked by a dinosaur. The 

founder member of the Old Guard. 

 

Carlisle. Called Carlisle because he used to live in Carlisle when we first met him in 

2001 at a game in Turin. Very northern, likes to shout out phrases such as ‘GOOD 

AREAS’ ‘GOOD BOILER THAT.’ 

 

And of course there is me. I know I annoy people on these trips because people tell me all 

the time. The combination of discovering new cities, the buzz of the football and the 

chance to have a few beers can make me very excitable. And loud. 

 

Here We Go 

 

Anyway, onto the trip. 

 

Needing to mimimise holiday (it would be 16 days out of my annual holiday allowance if 

we made the final with a new World Cup qualifying campaign starting in September) we 

left on the Sunday, two days after the tournament began and the day before France v 

England in Donetsk. It is pretty much impossible to fly directly to anywhere in Ukraine 

without going via Kiev so it was a changeover at Kiev for the onward flight to Donetsk. 

 

Oh and there is one other thing I should say before I really get into the story. The name of 

the country is Ukraine. It is not The Ukraine. Before the tournament began I was sick and 

tired of people calling it The Ukraine. Anyway onto Donetsk and the game versus The 

France. 

 

Donetsk The City of a Million Roses 

 

Now we weren’t expecting much of Profitable House in Donetsk. This was a hostel 

booked online without any pictures, which on the balance of probabilities is a bad sign. 

We had booked up 2 dorms that hold 6 people each. It was cheap as chips but it was crap. 

Maybe it was called Profitable House as, whilst it may be cheap to stay there, they spend 

no money on maintenance of the place meaning it remains Profitable. 

 

We were already well primed for how crap it would be as some of the other Idiots 

Abroad had arrived the day before. The mattress was like sleeping on a brillo pad, the 

toilet was a hole in the floor, the shower had no shower head and someone managed to 

somehow miss the toilet and defecate the wall. Although I am known to tell the odd 

porky and exaggerate things, Ian Huntley has better living conditions. 



 
Ian Huntley’s Prison Cell 

 

So after dumping our stuff in the prison cell it was off out to explore. The other idiots had 

set up camp in a nightclub called Virus. Apparently Vladimir Klitscko owns it. I doubt 

he’d have been that impressed with an unnamed member of our group that needed the 

toilet when he wasn’t in the toilet. Cracking night out anyway.  

 

Pawl and I then decided to round the night off with a few more sherbets back near the 

Profitable House until early the next morning. Apparently when we got back to the hostel 

we were a bit loud. I am told I tripped over my suitcase on the way in, went flying 

Juergen Klinnsman style, bashed my head on the wall then got up and called everyone in 

the dorm a fat ugly ****.  I can’t remember this. 

 

The day of the game. 

 

France v England 

 

Up and at them. Must have been about midday before we rose from our slumber. Would 

have been nice to have a shower and a shave, fix up look sharp, but nothing works in this 

hellhole. 

 

Not really sure where we were going, we jumped on a random bus. They aren’t like a red 

route master more like a clapped out knackered old minibus. Still it only cost 10p and 

after struggling up a hill we were safely deposited into the city centre. 

 

 

 



 
Lenin Square 

 

The first thing that struck me was how nice the place was! We were told not to bother 

coming by various sections of the media. Blah blah blah, it’s an industrial place, grey, 

unfriendly, not set up for tourists, whatever. What we saw was a beautiful vibrant city. 

With roses everywhere.  Rumour has it there is one planted for every inhabitant. It was 

like the Chelsea Flower Show (not that I’ve ever been). 

 

The most popular place was the Golden Lion pub and it was packed. The FA had set up a 

kind of official meeting point for fans at each venue where you could meet the likes of 

Jeff Stelling and Chris Kamara and they did a bit of a show for people. It’s good the FA 

put on these kinds of things for people, not that I went but the people that did said they 

were all good sports. Unfortunately beer was expensive there so that counted it out for us. 

Mind you when I say expensive I mean it was about £2 a pint compared to beers for 80p 

or so available elsewhere. 

 



 
The Golden Lion 

 

A fairly chilled day ensued.  I try not to get obliterated on the day of the game as I want 

to be able to enjoy the game, otherwise you might as well stay at home. England fans 

were in good spirits. I think I saw about 10 France fans all day. There must have been 

about 4,000 English fans present, vastly reduced numbers from previous tournaments. 

Maybe this is what people wanted with certain facets of the media putting out absolute 

rubbish scare stories that bore no resemblance to reality. 

 

The Donbass Arena, home of Shakthar Donetsk. Wow. Decent. I’ve been to over 500 

grounds (yeah I’m sad I know) but this one is right up there with the best of them.  

 

 



 
 

I enjoyed the game and I thought we played pretty well. When Lescott scored the 

England section went bananas! Nasri got the French back in the game and a draw was a 

fair result in the end. They had far more of the ball than us but tactically it’s clear 

Hodgson wants to play with a compact shape ready to hit on the break, keeping the 

opponents at bay even if that does mean letting them have the ball. Whilst we may not 

have looked like worldbeaters the work rate of the team was phenomenal. I think Gerrard 

and Parker were half dead by the end of the game. 

 

Next stop Kiev for The Sweden v The England. 

 

High Speed Trains  

 

There was a lot of conjecture before the tournament as to whether these high speed trains 

would materialise or whether we would be stuck on the 14 hour overnighter from 

Donetsk to Kiev. I did have some experience of the overnighters in Ukraine before (in 

2009 England played Ukraine in Dnipropetrovsk which involved an overnight train, a lot 

of discomfort, and old bloke pointing a gun at us). 

 

But the trains were fine and Brave Dave had done a good job as usual getting us booked 

up. It took about 6 and a half hours to get to Kiev for about £30, so not bad at all. 

 

Brave Dave (or Disco Dave as Carlisle has started calling him) got us booked up in Hotel 

Merr which was less than £20 a night, very decent, air con, satellite TV with BBC the 

whole lot! Some of the other Idiots Abroad managed to book into a hotel that didn’t exist! 

So in the end we all ended up here. 

 

I can’t really remember what we did the rest of this day, no doubt we went out and got 

drunk and started putting stupid things on our twitter feed. That was the other thing, 



virtually the whole of Ukraine has free wifi. Unlike England where you get these stupid 

things you have to pay for and register for etc. This was a godsend as I didn’t use data 

roaming once! 

 

 

 

Noel Gallagher  

 

Some of my all time heroes. Matt Holland, Paul Weller, Eddie Howe, Bobby Moore, Joe 

Hart, Paul Gascoigne and of course Noel Gallagher. We all grew up listening to his tunes 

and love him. 

 

So how good was it when we found out he was playing with his new band in Kiev during 

the Euros? A few months before we experienced great difficulty in buying tickets online 

as no Ukranian sites seemed to take credit cards. Even Ticketmaster Dave couldn’t sort it 

out. In the end someone put a link on the englandfans forum where they found a site that 

took bookings with a card and you could print the tickets at home, so I got a round of 

them for all of us. 

 

Now the tickets had all gobbledygook Ukraninan writing on but it did say 7pm on them. 

So we assumed that was the opening time. 

 

We strolled up to the Kiev International Centre (after getting a bit lost on the Metro) at 

about 7.45pm. Loads of English were outside taking advantage of the cheap beer (70p a 

pint). 

 

When we went in I thought, ‘oh this sounds like Noel.’ Turned out he was on the 7
th

 track 

already grrrr! Once news had filtered back home to the idiots that had not travelled on 

this trip this great merriment was caused as stories became exaggerated that we missed 

the whole gig but we still saw 2/3rds of it including a cracking AKA What a Life and the 

usual Don’t Look Back in Anger at the end. 

 



 
 

Noel was apparently worried that the gig would degenerate into a load of football songs. 

It kind of threatened to but it was a pretty good mix of Ukranians and English and 

everyone had a good laugh. We then managed to meet a Ukranian Liam Gallagher 

lookalike outside. 

 

 
 

Ukranian Liam 

 

 

 



Swedes everywhere  

 

One thing that had become clear being around Kiev the last couple of days was the fact 

that we were severely outnumbered by the Swedes. Big time! Estimates had them having 

up to 20,000 out here up against out pitiful 4,000 or so. 

 

I have to say that Kiev is an absolutely cracking place. The fanzone area, which was 

basically the mile long main street running through the city centre (the Khreshchatyk) 

was closed to traffic and just had bars set up everywhere selling cheap beer. There was a 

humungous massive screen (like the size of a house) every 200 metres or so showing all 

of the games for the entire tournament. I’m not normally very big on these kind of 

organised things it’s like people are trying to tell you where to go so they can keep your 

eye on you, but this was different, everyone was just having a good laugh and getting on 

it. 

 

We ended up on the Thursday night in a place called club 44, it was proper ledge! They’d 

let us play anything we wanted so it was Stone Roses, Oasis, Charlatans all the way. We 

got shitfaced, again. 

 

Sweden v England - this is what it’s all about 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

This was one of the nights that will live with me for an exceptionally long time. The 

England support in the stadium was just unbelievable. Unless you were there you will 

have no idea what it was like. 4,000 English up against 20,000 or so Swedes and we came 

out on top big time. Roy Hodgson’s Barmy Army non stop, absolutely awesome. I 

honestly don’t think I’d enjoyed myself so much at an England game since Munich 2001 

or Saporro 2002. 

 

It also helped that it was an exciting game. Talk about up and down. Andy Carroll’s 

header BOOM! 8 feet in the air 62 mph bottom corner whoosh!! 

 



 
 

Obviously we then went crap and let them go 2-1 up but Welbeck’s tekkers to do that 

weird pirouette type thing and win the game was most welcome. What a game, what a 

day, we’re not going home! Also apparently Walcott’s equaliser was surprisingly the 

most long distance goal of the whole tournament! 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cSkHLICqps&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-

1tEg&index=8&feature=plcp 

 

 

My day was made even better as I found a load of used ticket stubs on the floor on the 

way out, put them on ebay and sold them for £200! 

 

Hotel Merr beckoned as we had an early start the next morning. 

 

Off to get radiated in Chernobyl 

 

England fans sometimes have a reputation for being pissheads that just go away to drink 

loads of ale and sometimes watch the football. But no that is not us, we are also culture 

vultures and like to find out about the places we visit. There is always plenty of time later 

on for ale and acting stupid. 

 

We were told we had to cover up and turn up wearing jeans with our arms covered, which 

meant we were a right load of sweaty idiots.  

 

Chernobyl was about 90 minutes away. Getting on the bus we had to sign all these 

disclaimers and stuff and the security is very strict you have to go through a passport 

control on the edge of the 20 mile exclusion zone. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cSkHLICqps&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-1tEg&index=8&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cSkHLICqps&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-1tEg&index=8&feature=plcp


While radiation levels remain extremely high, we were told short visits are perfectly safe 

and we wouldn’t drop dead. This was welcome news as we are playing Ukraine in 

Donetsk next Tuesday. 

 

We weren’t sure if it was acceptable to be jokey and crack gags on this kind of trip but 

the tour guide certainly did, non-stop! He told us we might come back with extra arms 

and legs. Maybe Joe Hart should come here an extra arm could come in handy in penalty 

shoot outs. 

 

 
 

The tour guide explained to us how he was only permitted to work for two weeks at a 

time before having to have 2 weeks off to get his radiation levels down. Apparently we 

would have radiation in us by the time we left but you get radiation from being on flights 

and stuff so hopefully it can’t be that bad. 

 

These sorts of tours are sanctioned by the Ukrainian Government. It does feel like a bit of 

a weird way to spend our day but it is good to be educated about things that go on in the 

world. 

 

We were taken inside the 20-mile exclusion zone and you are allowed to get to within 

300-metres of the reactor 4 itself which is where it all went off. It’s now housed in a 

concrete sarcophagus and will remain highly radioactive for an estimated 20,000 years. 

That’s older than the Old Bailey! 

 



 
 

We also went around the nearby ghost town of Pripyat where most of the power station’s 

workers were housed at the time of the accident. 

 

The bus then took us through the so-called Red Forest, which was completely destroyed 

after being exposed to massive levels of radiation. Despite remaining one of the most 

contaminated areas in the world, the forest has since grown back and wildlife is 

flourishing. We weren’t allowed out of the bus here though to prevent picking up any 

radioactive dust or soil. 

 

They also took us into a kindergarten which was evacuated and there are still children’s 

books open on the desks in the schools. It is all pretty desolate and even worse than the 

hostel in Donetsk!! 

 

 



 

There is also a fun fair, a theatre and a shopping centre just abandoned as they were. It 

really hits home how people were just forced to up sticks and leave everything behind. 

You can see burnt out dodgem cars and a poor man’s version of the Millennium wheel 

with bits hanging off it. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

The tour guide walks around with a guage that reads the radiation everywhere and we had 

to avoid standing on any moss as that is quite high in radiation still. 



There is even a desolate stadium in Chernobyl which we clambered over. It even made 

the St Mary’s Stadium look good. 

 

 
 

We then got taken for a traditional soviet meal in the canteen on the way out, which was 

just like what the power station workers used to be served after shifts. I am all for getting 

into the spirit of things and trying different stuff but it was completely rank!  

 

 



We then got taken into a bar where it was 50p a bottle for 8% ale. Pawl was enjoying his 

until I pointed out it was a year out of date! If the radiation doesn’t kill the Scottish idiot 

the ancient beer will. 

 

Back at Hotel Merr Jason farted and I wished I had the Tour Guides radiation guage to 

measure the effect. 

 

Lots more eating, drinking and having fun with the Ukranians ensued for a couple more 

days, before it was back on the high speed train again to Donetsk for the next installment 

of the trip. 

 

Again the train ran perfectly smoothly. Two more crap nights in this hostel isn’t good but 

it’s cheap and all necessary in the name of following England. 

 

Pigs in Pubs and Bird Shit 

 

This time we thought we’d try all the pubs we didn’t manage to visit last time and we 

eventually managed to find the Pig Bar. This was a pub that had a pig living it. Class. 

 

 
 

Also sat outside supping our 70p pints a bird decided to shit on Disco Dave’s head. They 

like shiny surfaces. This was funny. Then he moved and the bird got him again. Lets 

hope Rooney’s shooting is as accurate later. 

 

It is clear that the Ukranians are bending over backwards to be as friendly and welcoming 

as they possibly can, but I doubt the bars and restaurants in Donetsk are used to such 

demand. Order any food in Ukraine and it will take at least an hour to arrive and despite 

their best endeavours you can never guarantee exactly what will turn up. 

 



The England v The Ukraine 

 

Now we were officially designated the home team despite it being an away game for us. I 

read lots of things in the paper about how it would be a hostile atmosphere but the truth is 

a lot of locals in this part of the country feel Russian and the RUSHEEEYA chants are 

more than audible.  

 

Whether this dilutes their support of the Ukranian team is open to debate. I suppose if 

someone moved the English-Scottish border and Carlisle became Socttish then 

Cumbrians wouldn’t suddenly support Scotland. Our mate Carlisle definitely wouldn’t! 

 

We stood in pretty much the same area as last time. The great thing about following 

England all around the world is that we have a saying, ‘we are English we’ll stand where 

we want.’ This works well as everyone knows the score and means you can stand with 

your mates and stuff as it is far too much hassle trying to organize tickets together.  

 

You will always get some fool who insists on sitting in his exact seat, we had this today 

so needed to provide some education. 

 

 
 

The game, well we won. Again! And amazingly The  France bottled it and lost to The 

Sweden. Happy days! 

 



 
 

I suppose the whole goal line technology thing will rear its head again now after this 

game. John Terry who was having an exceptionally good tournament did well to get back 

and we thought he might have had it off the line but TV later on showed it was just short 

of 8 miles over. Rooney looked a bit out of sorts but he notched, we won, France lost and 

we win the group! It really was party time at the final whistle. 

 

 
 

I love Joe Hart he goes mental at the end of games you can just about see him in one of 

these videos in his red kit going doolally.  

 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4DeR0dPuqA&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-

1tEg&index=6&feature=plcp 

 

Doing the Welbeck has become a new craze as well as jumping around to Seven Nation 

Army played by UEFA whenever there is a goal. I am totally against these ways of 

engineering the crowd to ‘crank up the atmosphere’ and the 10 to 1 countdown think they 

had on the screens before KO at each game was cringeworthy to say the least. But the 

White Stripes thing was good singing it out of tune on the final whistle. We’re not going 

home! 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khqSJiI5yQk&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-

1tEg&index=5&feature=plcp 

 

 

Planning Planes and Trains  
 

Anyone that has followed their team in a tournament will know what it’s like at the 3
rd

 

group game. Whether you win the group or come 2
nd

 has a massive impact on all of your 

plans. Do you go super organized and book 2 sets of everything or do you not want to 

tempt fate and leave it see what happens and wing it? 

 

As usual Disco Dave is super efficient and got the trains back to Kiev already booked, 

since you could actually cancel them at 24 hours notice and get your money back. He 

also got straight on t’internet and got us booked back up in the Hotel Merr in Kiev, as it’s 

a good price and pretty decent. Had we not won the group the QF and potential SF would 

also have been in Donetsk, It would have felt like we moved there and would have been 

entitled to vote in the Donetsk local elections. 

 

With a couple of days spare I headed off down to the coast with the Old Guard to a place 

with a beach called Mariupol. I am impressed with the trains out here, the 2 hour journey 

was about £4, they had big flat screen TVs showing films on board and there was free 

wifi. So much better than South West Train on my daily grind into London Waterloo 

back home. 

 

Mariupol was hardly the Magaluf of Ukraine but it did the job for 2 days. We didn’t have 

any accommodation but got talking to some blokes from York in the pub when we got 

there. They got on the phone and all of a sudden some woman turned up and took us to an 

apartment, which was really nice and about £12 each a night. The TV in the apartment 

was showing a re-run of last night’s game and I was loving how audible the England 

support was on the TV. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4DeR0dPuqA&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-1tEg&index=6&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4DeR0dPuqA&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-1tEg&index=6&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khqSJiI5yQk&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-1tEg&index=5&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khqSJiI5yQk&list=UUiR_LPXTuk5K7eYAsS-1tEg&index=5&feature=plcp


 
 

Messages are starting to flood in back home on faceyb and the twitter feed that people are 

booking up cheap flights to Warsaw from back home for the semi, seems like people are 

starting to get hyped up.  

 

This has got up Disco Dave’s nose slightly as it’s really awkward to get to Warsaw from 

Ukraine. Serious questions have to be asked of UEFA having such a disparate tournament 

set out with no decent way of getting people between games. The flights were 

prohibitively expensive and there was a good argument for going back to the UK and 

flying back again to Poland. But Disco Dave and I gad a flexible ticket home from 

Ukraine so we didn’t really wanna use it up if we were still in and then have to buy a new 

one that would be mega expensive. 

 

The Old Guard spent all day planning stuff and in the end they booked us up on a train to 

Lviv for after the QF and then we could make our way from there to Poland. Apparently 

there is a 3 hour delay at the border because they have to change the wheels on the train 

to be compatible with the Polish railway system…what was I saying about the trains 

being really good? 

 

I wasn’t all that comfortable making plans for the semi final. First of all Roy Hodgson 

needs to give me a semi before I can think about travelling. But as the old guard pointed 

out with all their worldly experience and wisdom you have to book things otherwise the 

trains are full and we might always be able to get some of the dough back on unused train 

tickets. 

 

Mariupol was ok, the second night we were there we went to the nightclub on the beach, 

sank a stupid amount of vodka and no one knows what went on really but we seemed to 

enjoy ourselves even if we did only seem to spend about £3 all night. 

 



Kiev Again 

 

Well it was actually back to Donetsk again 1
st
 for a night and we were the only English 

people there as everyone else had already hotfooted it to Kiev. The Golden Lion was a 

really nice quiet pub with good food without all the English around! We didn’t have the 

stomach for the hostel so checked into a hotel. When we explained we would have to 

miss breakfast due to getting the 6am train, Doris at reception arranged for us to be made 

packed lunches, which were mega nice! 

 

I feel like we should have a season ticket for this Donetsk to Kiev train route but again it 

all went smoothly. Unlike Disco Dave’s hotel booking. The hotel couldn’t find our 

booking so said we’d have to come back down later to sort it out. So we had showers, 

freshened up etc. Then Disco Dave got irate with reception because they couldn’t find his 

online booking. Turned out Dave was right he had booked Hotel Merr, but it was a hotel 

with the same name 500 miles away. What a tool! They said we could keep our rooms for 

£100 a night, No chance! 

 

So it was into the city centre and pretty soon we were fixed up with a plush apartment 

just off the Khreshchatyk, which worked out about £15 each. I honestly don’t know what 

the English media and Sky Sports News were going on about when they reckoned 

accommodation was costing thousands of pounds. Completely clueless and ruined it for 

some by turning them off from going. Yet again the volunteers astound me with their 

helpfulness and can do attitude. All around the host cities are volunteers (and they are 

usually nice looking girls aged about 18) wearing green uniforms and they will basically 

do anything they can to help you. On this occasion they couldn’t explain to us where our 

apartment was so they walked us the mile there! 

 

The Italian Job 

 

This had the potential to be a special day in the rich history of the England football team. 

Most of us have been scarred by perpetual disappointments, but THIS TIME as the 82 

world cup song says…….. 

 

We couldn’t exchange our UEFA quarter final voucher for a match ticket yesterday at the 

ticketing centre due to technical issues (which I later found out was because the 

photocopier had stopped working), so first job of the day was to get this sorted out. The 

ticketing centre was based at the Dynamo Kiev stadium just off Independence Square. I 

had actually been to a game here before. When The England played The Ukraine in 2009 

we were in Kiev waiting for the night train to Dnipropetrovsk  I noticed Ukraine U21s 

were playing Belgium U21s so Jason and I went in, free entry and they did a programme. 

This is always exciting for a sad groundhopper. I seem to recall the other morons we 

were on the trip with were sat in the pub opposite while we endured a 0-0 stalemate in the 

cold. 

 

 

 



 

Back to the fanzone and the English were slowly taking over the stretch that had 

previously been known as Swedish corner. This was a great day as Oasis, Blur, Kasabian 

even a bit of Madness blurted out from a makeshift DJ set up.  

 

 
 

This was one of those magical days when everyone gets stuck into the bevvies interacting 

with the locals and just having a right laugh. It seemed like everyone that walked past us 

had something about them that made for a good photo.  

 

 
 



 
 

This was the weird mix of customs and cultures that only international football can bring. 

You’ve got the locals with their usual customs and then a load of pissed up fat Engl ish 

blokes with faded tattoos. I’m not sure who thinks who is the weirdest. 

 

 
 

 



 
 

Onto the game. 

 

We know that Italy are better than us on the ball, but my word, didn’t we hold on. I still 

think Hodgson’s game plan was valid, it went to penalties after all. The one amazing 

thing about the game, yet again, was the passion and commitment showed by our fans. 

‘Roy Hodgson’s barmy army’ was non stop for all 30 minutes of extra time, I shouted so 

much I physically felt sick. 

 

 
 



We might be optimistic but we aren’t stupid. We know it’s not going to end well when it 

goes to penalties. It never does apart from that sole occasion against Spain in Euro 96. I 

was there in Gelsenkirchen, I was there in Lisbon and people older than me were in Turin 

and St Etienne too.  

 

People talk about the pressure and not being able to replicate the tension but the teams 

that win still seem capable of technically striking the ball with power to hit the inside 

back netting. We just go to jelly in these situations. We were at the other end to the shoot 

out but when Pirlo dinked his down the middle and Hart threw himself to the side of the 

goal, I swear it took ten minutes for the ball to hit the back of the net. When Montolivo 

missed you think, ‘hang on a minute’, but deep down you just know.  

 

So that’s that. 

 

We already have a flight home booked for tomorrow as this was the day we guessed we 

would need it. It’s off back to Club 44 where they are very sorry to see the back of us (no 

doubt their profits have gone up since we’ve been in town) and they even want to put the 

flag up behind the bar. Top, top people. We get back some of the money for the trains 

booked in the morning and it’s off to the airport for home. A week too soon! 

 

 

 
 

 



Reflections after the tournament 

 

The media 

 

Sensationalist and slanted is what the pre-tournament scaremongering was. Euro 2012 

seemed to have set a new low for media coverage. Tales of racism, violence and people 

telling us not to go there if we want to come back alive circulated, while fact-checking 

and objectivity didn’t happen. 

 

The Panorama and Sky Sports News reports turned out to be wide of the mark. I thought 

they probably would be but it’s still nice to get out there and see for your own eyes how 

wrong reports can be. Ukraine from what we saw and encountered is a superb country. 

Multicultural, genuinely friendly people falling over themselves to be hospitable and 

welcoming to their country.  

 

People ran stories saying hotel rooms were costing $1,000 a night, where on earth were 

they looking to find those prices? I worked out I paid £17 a night on average. I’m told 

this is probably already inflated prices, so they must have been trying to stay somewhere 

fit for a king. 

 

It’s a shame that more England fans didn’t travel and it’s poor if they were put off by 

negative reporting of safety and costs. The honest truth was that Ukraine was so 

welcoming it was unreal and it has to be the cheapest ever tournament I have ever been 

to.  

 

As for the football, we have a good recent record of qualifying for tournaments and when 

we get there we are usually eliminated by very narrow margins (yeah ok penalties). We 

have never won a quarter-final off British soil against a top nation and therefore I do not 

think you can say our performance was a failure. 

 

I can’t believe how negative some of the ‘experts’ were on the TV after I got back. Some 

of these experts are ex-footballers that are English but weren’t good enough to play for 

England so played for other countries. Good one. Also half of the experts were sat in a 

studio in Salford for 3 of the 4 games and have no idea how much work the team did off 

the ball.  

 

I saw a great deal of heart and passion from the team and I am encouraged by it. I reckon 

that Roy Hodgson did a good job with the time and resources at his disposal. He has got 

the pride back in the shirt and a buzz among the travelling support. I think that we should 

continue to get behind the team and, you never know, one day we might win something. 

 

The support was incredible. There was a real sense of togetherness amongst the support 

and it was the best support I have seen in years.  

 



The second half of the Sweden game still makes the hairs on the back of my neck stand 

up now and reminds me why we spend our spare time and money following England. The 

support was outstanding. 

 

One thing is for sure the idiots abroad will always have a good time whatever. Next 

time… 

 

 

 
 

 


